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1. Have you been more careful, the accident could

have been averted.

(A) If you have been

(B) Had you been

(C)  If you could have been

(D) No correction required

2. The Antonym of the word Approbate is :

(A) Ingratitude

(B) Dissatisfaction

(C) Condemn

(D) Master

3. The verbal analogy of  Liquid : Litre is :

(A) Hot : Cold

(B) Weight : Kilogram

(C) Movie : Entertainment

(D) Winter : Cold

4. “ Sustained pressure must be brought to bear to

see that pollution _______ Laws are ______”

Select the appropriate set of words that make

the sentence more meaningful?

(A) enforcement, adhered to

(B) control, adhered to

(C) effective, complied to

(D) prohibition, made up

5. Length and width of a field are in the ratio

5 : 3. If the width of the field is 42 m then its

length is :

(A) 100 m

(B) 80 m

(C) 50 m

(D) 70 m

6. A can do a piece of work in 30 days. He works

at it for 5 days and then B finishes it in

20 days. In what time can A and B together do it ?

(A)  days

(B)  days

(C)  days

(D)  days

7. A is the father of X. B is the mother of Y. The

sister of X and Z is Y. Which of the following

statements is definitely not true ?

(A) B is the wife of A

(B) B has one daughter

(C) Y is the son of A

(D) X is the sister of Z
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8. If 44 × 44 = 4444 and 34 × 52 = 5423 then
81 × 46 = ?

(A) 1648

(B) 8461

(C) 8164

(D) 4168

9. If a, b, c are real and a + b + c = 0 then the

quadratic equation, 0c2bx3ax4 2 =++  has :

(A) One positive and one negative root

(B) Imaginary roots

(C) Two real roots

(D) None of these

10. A candidate is required to answer 6 out of

10 questions which are divided into two groups

each containing 5 questions . He is not permitted

to attempt more than 4 questions from either

group . The number of different ways in which

the candidate can select the 6 questions is :

(A) 50

(B) 150

(C) 200

(D) 250

11. The 16th term of an arithmetic sequence

4, 7, 10, _______ is :

(A) 16

(B) 23

(C) 35

(D) 49

12. Numbers lying between 99 and 1000 that can

be formed from the digits 2, 3, 7, 0, 8, 6 are :

(A) 100

(B) 150

(C) 200

(D) 250

13. A circle passing through (0, 0), (a, 0), (0, b)
then the coordinates of the centre are :

(A) 







2
b

 ,
2
a

(B) 







2
a

 ,
2
b

(C) (a, b)

(D) (b, a)

14. What is the order of the equation,

0xy  0
x
y

yx
x
y

xy 2
2

3 =∂=
∂
∂

++







∂
∂

 ?

(A) Third Order

(B) Second Order

(C) First Order

(D) Zero Order

15. If cos 5θ = a cos θ + b cos3θ + c cos5θ + d,
then :

(A) A = 20

(B) B = –16

(C) C = 16 and –20

(D) D = 5
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16. A tower subtends an angle of  at a point on

the same level as the foot of the tower, and at

a second point, “h” metre above the first, the

depression of the foot of the tower is . The

height of the tower is :

(A) h metre

(B) 3h metre

(C) 3  h metre

(D) None of these

17. The average score of boys in an examination of

a school is 71 and that of girls is 73. The

average of the school in that examination is

71.8. Find the ratio of the number of boys to

the number of girls in the examination.

(A) 2:3

(B) 1:2

(C) 2:1

(D) 3:2

18. The coefficient of correlation was defined by :

(A) Laplace

(B) Pascal

(C) De Moivre

(D) Karl Pearson

19. If the mean and variance of a binomial

distribution are 2 and  
3
4

  respectively, then

the value of p(x = 0) is :

(A)
8
1

(B)
729
64

(C)
729
1

(D)
729
8

20. In a group of 52 persons, 16 drink tea but not

coffee and 33 drink tea, How many drink Coffee

but not tea ?

(A) 3

(B) 7

(C) 17

(D) 19

21. If circular metal sheet is 0.65 cm thick and of 50

cm in diameter is melted and recast into cylindrical

bar with 8cm diameter then the length of bar will

be :

(A) 24.41 cm

(B) 35.41 cm

(C) 40.41 cm

(D) 30.41 cm
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22. The radius of a hemispherical balloon increases
from 6 cm to 12 cm as air is being pumped into
it. The ratios of the surface areas of the balloon
in the two cases is :

(A) 1 : 4

(B) 1 : 3

(C) 2 : 3

(D) 2 : 1

23. Let P = 
















−

−

−

323

432

111

 and Q = 














 −−−

5105

6126

121

be two matrices , then rank of P + Q will be :

(A) 0

(B) 1

(C) 2

(D) 3

24. The value of ∫

π
2

0

35 dxxcosxsin is :

(A) 0.0203

(B) 0.0307

(C) 0.0417

(D) 0.0543

25. ASCII and EBCDIC are the popular character
coding systems. What does EBCDIC stand for ?

(A) Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange
Code

(B) Extended Bit Code Decimal Interchange
Code

(C) Extended Bit Case Decimal Interchange
Code

(D) Extended Binary Case Decimal Interchange
Code

26. ENIAC uses ____.

(A) Decimal Numbering System

(B) Octal Numbering System

(C) Binary Numbering System

(D) Hexadecimal Numbering System

27. The term gigabyte refers to :

(A) 1024 bytes

(B) 1024 kilobytes

(C) 1000 megabytes

(D) 1024 megabytes

28. EPROM can be used for ____.

(A) Erasing the contents of ROM

(B) Reconstructing the contents of ROM

(C) Erasing and reconstructing the contents of
ROM

(D) Duplicating ROM

29. The essential features of a number system are

(A) Radix

(B) Set of distinct counting digits

(C) Bits

(D) Both (A) and (B)

30. What is the mantissa portion of float number
0.085 when it is stored in 32-bit floating point
representation ?

(A) 3019899

(B) 2019899

(C) 3019898

(D) None
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31. The essential content(s) of each entry of a page
table are :

(A) Virtual page number

(B) Page frame number

(C) Both Virtual page number and Page frame
number

(D) Access rights information.

32. The contents of a base register are added to the
contents of index register in :

(A) indexed addressing mode

(B) based indexed addressing mode

(C) relative based indexed addressing mode

(D) based indexed and relative based indexed
addressing mode

33. The value of “l after executing the following
code fragment will be :

int i = 5, j, l = 0;
for (i = 1 ; i < = 5 ; i + +)

for (j = 0 ; j < = i ; j + +)
l + + ;

(A) 25

(B) 5

(C) 15

(D) None of these

34. The statement which makes a while loop to
skip statements in the current iteration and goes
straight to the while condition checking is :

(A) Continue

(B) Break

(C) Skip

(D) None of these

35. Which of the following comment is correct when
a macro definition includes arguments ?

(A) The opening parenthesis should immediately
follow the macro name.

(B) There should be at least one blank between
the macro name and the opening parenthesis.

(C) There should be only one blank between
the macro name and the opening parenthesis.

(D) All the above comments are correct.

36. What will be the output of the following program
if the input is abcdefg ? 

main()  

{  

    char x [10], *ptr = x;  

   scanf (“%s”, x);  

   change(&x[4]);  

}  

  change(char a[])  

  {  

    puts(a);  

  }  

(A) abcd

(B) abc

(C) efg

(D) Garbage

37. Which of the following is generally used for
performing tasks like creating the structure of
the relations, deleting relation?

(A) DML (Data Manipulation Language)

(B) Query

(C) Relational Schema

(D) DDL (Data Definition Language)
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38. Which one of the following refers to the copies of
the same data (or information) occupying the
memory space at multiple places ?

(A) Data Repository

(B) Data Inconsistency

(C) Data Mining

(D) Data Redundancy

39. The relation employee(ID,name, street, Credit,
street,city, salary) is

decomposed into Employee1(ID,name)

Employee2(name, street, city, salary)

This type of decomposition is called :

(A) Lossless decomposition

(B) Lossless-join decomposition

(C) Lossy-join decomposition

(D) None of the mentioned

40. Which of the following protocols ensures conflict
serializability and safety from deadlocks ?

(A) Two-phase locking protocol

(B) Time-stamp ordering protocol

(C) Graph based protocol

(D) None of the mentioned

41. What data structure would you mostly likely
see in non recursive implementation of a
recursive algorithm ?

(A) Linked List

(B) Stack

(C) Queue

(D) Tree

42. What is the maximum number of children that a
binary tree node can have ?

(A) 0

(B) 1

(C) 2

(D) 3

43. Which of the following ways can be used to represent
a graph ?

(A) Adjacency List and Adjacency Matrix

(B) Incidence Matrix

(C) Adjacency List, Adjacency Matrix as well
as Incidence Matrix

(D) No way to represent

44. Which of the following sorting algorithms in
its typical implementation gives best performance
when applied on an array which is sorted or
almost sorted (maximum 1 or two elements are
misplaced).

(A) Insertion Sort

(B) Quick Sort

(C) Merge Sort

(D) Heap Sort

45. In operating system, each process has its
own ________.

(A) address space and global variables

(B) open files

(C) pending alarms, signals and signal handlers

(D) All of the mentioned
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46. Which of the following algorithms tends to minimize
the process flow time ?

(A) First come First served

(B) Shortest Job First

(C) Earliest Deadline First

(D) Longest Job First

47. Memory management technique in which system
stores and retrieves data from secondary storage
for use in main memory is called :

(A) Fragmentation

(B) Paging

(C) Mapping

(D) None of the mentioned

48. Which of the following condition is required
for a deadlock to be possible ?

(A) Mutual exclusion

(B) A process may hold allocated resources
while awaiting assignment of other
resources

(C) No resource can be forcibly removed from
a process holding it

(D) All of the mentioned

49. The word ____________comes from the name
of a Persian mathematician Abu Ja' far
Mohammed ibn-i Musa al Khowarizmi.

(A) Flowchart

(B) Flow

(C) Algorithm

(D) Syntax

50. What is an external sorting algorithm ?

(A) Algorithm that uses tape or disk during the
sort

(B) Algorithm that uses main memory during
the sort

(C) Algorithm that involves swapping

(D) Algorithm that are considered ‘in place’

51. What is the worst case complexity of bubble
sort ?

(A) O(nlogn)

(B) O(logn)

(C) O(n)

(D) O(n2)

52. What is the average running time complexity of
a quick sort algorithm ?

(A) O(nlogn)

(B) O(logn)

(C) O(n)

(D) O(n2)

53. There are ________ tuples in finite state machine.

(A) 4

(B) 5

(C) 6

(D) Unlimited

54. Regular grammar is :

(A) Context free grammar

(B) Non context free grammar

(C) English grammar

(D) None of the mentioned
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55. Which of the following statement is false ?

(A) Context free language is the subset of context
sensitive language

(B) Regular language is the subset of context
sensitive language

(C) Recursively enumerable language is the
super set of regular language

(D) Context sensitive language is a subset of
context free language

56. Which of the following can accept even
palindrome over {a, b} ?

(A) Push down Automata

(B) Turing machine

(C) Non Deterministic Finite Automata

(D) All of the mentioned

57. What do we call a collection of two or more
computers that are located within a limited
distance of each other and that are connected to
each other directly or indirectly ?

(A) Internet

(B) Intranet

(C) Local Area Network

(D) Wide Area Network

58. The technique of temporarily delaying
outgoing acknowledgements so that they can be
hooked onto the next outgoing data frame is
called _________.

(A) Piggybacking

(B) Cyclic redundancy check

(C) Fletchers checksum

(D) Parity check

59. The network layer protocol for internet
is ________.

(A) Ethernet

(B) Internet protocol

(C) Hypertext transfer protocol

(D) File transfer protocol

60. Which of the following are transport layer
protocols used in networking ?

(A) TCP and FTP

(B) UDP and HTTP

(C) TCP and UDP

(D) HTTP and FTP
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1. Choose the correct meaning for the idiom/phrase 6.
highlighted in this sentence. ,,After completing
my Bachelor's Degree, I find myself at a
loose end" :

(A) With nothing to do

(B) Vacations

(C) Happy

(D) Free of troubles

The chairman is ill and we will have to 7.

In a certain code, PLAYERS is written as
OALEYSR, what uill be the third letter of the
coded word for PAITERN ?

(A) P

(B) A
(c) r 

,,

(D) E

Find the odd one out :

(A) Deposit

(B) Withdrawal

(C) Debit

(D) Deduction

8. The day before yesterday was Monday, what will
be the day after tomorrow ?

(A) Sunday'

(B) Tuesdav

(C) Friday

(D) Saturday

9. If the sum of three numbers in an arithmetic
progression is 24 and their product is 440.
Find the numbers.

(A) 5,8, lI
(B) 1.8. 1i

rCr -<. 
-. l:

rDi -i. 9. i0
10. The sum ofthe non-real roots of

(x'+ x -2) (x, * x - 3): 1l is :

(A) -1
(B) 1

(c) -6
(D) .

2.

the meeting.

(A) Put on

(B) Put of
(C) Put away

(D) Pur off
3. What is the synonym of word REDU\DANT ?

(A) Cancel

(B) Abolish

(C) Unnecessary

(D) Revoke

Fill in the blank with most appropriate word(s).
After a break of one month, I had to
with a lot of work.
(A) Take up

(B) Take on

(C) Catch up

(D) Catch on

5. Choose one option from beiou that ui:i
correctly fill in the blank given at the end of the
series :

GLHA ILJA KLLA MLNA
(A) OPLA

(B) OPNA

(c) OLLA

(D) OLPA

JJ-329-A
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t4.

1 1 . T--:re are 30 people in a group. If all shake hands
nith one another, how many handshakes are
possible ?

(A) 82s

(B) 22s

(c) 43s

(D) 535

loe.,&'
LZ' 

log 8 ls equai to :

(A) U2

(B) U4

(c) t/6
(D) 1t8

13. The differentiation
eosxis:
(A) cot x
(B) tan x
(C) -cot x
(D) -tan x

of sin x r*.ith respect to

16. If sin x r cosec x:2, then find sinnx -1- cosec,x.

(A) 2'

(B) 2n

(C) nlz

(D) 2

17. The probability of obtaining an even prime
number on each dice, when a pair of dice is
ro1led is :

r,-\) [t

(B) ti3
(c) U12

(D) 1t36

18. An integer is chosen at random and squared. The
probability that the digit at units place of the
square is 1 or 5 is :

(A) 3/10

(B) 7110

,c 11_r

J , \.-ne of the abor.e
'-'-) \ D,--- : ii i(-{ - ti) : 3/4 and p(A) : 2l3.Thenthe value
ofP(A nB)is:
(A) 3t12

(B) sn2

(c) 7tr2

(D) 1t6

20. The number of elements in the power set of the
set {1, {1}, {1,9}} is:
(A) 3

(B) 6

(c) 8

(D) 1s

Find the principal value

-Tt(A) 
Ẑ

1t(B) ;
Z

-it
o

,IL(D) ;o
15. The area of a triangle

B(1i,8) and C(8,12) is
(A) 50 sq. units
(B) 45 sq. units
(C) 55 sq. units
(D) 25 sq. units

vertices A(3,2),having

3
+
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22.

If A is a skerv s5,mmetric rratrix then A1\ is :

(A) 0

(B) 1

(C) A

(D) -A
Let A be a square matrix of order 3 x 3, then lkAl
is equal to :

(A) klAl

(B) k,lAl

(c) k3lAl

(D) 3k'lAl

The degree of the differential equation
t2o Y - drid*

--;ttr' =g iS:
dx-

(A) I
(B) 2

(c) 3

(D) Not defined

24' The value of lim 
sin(x - 4) '" 'x-+4 :x-4

(A) 1

(B) 0

(c) 2

(D) 4

25. Which access method is used for obtaining a
record from a cassette tape ?

(A) Direct

(B) Sequential

(C) Random

(D) None of the above

JJ-329-A

In which generation of computers, was the
Microprocessor introduced ?

(A) Second

(B) Third

(C) Fourth

(D) Fifth

The acronym UNIVAC stands for :

(A) Universai Automatic Computer
(B) Universal Array Computer
(C) Unique Automatic Computer
(D) Unvalued Automatic Computer

26.21.

27.

ZJ.

28. A nibble consists of
(A) Two

(B) Four

(C) Eight

bits.

(D) Thirtl--tri'o

The binarr equir alent of the hex number
a,-a 1r!! .r/..1/ 15:

(A) 00101111.01110001

(B) 11110001.11101000

(c) 00010111.11110111

(D) 11110010.00010111

Which of the following flags are set when ,JMp,
instruction is executed ?

(A) SF and CF

(B) -{F and SF

(C) -\11 flags

(D) No flag is set

In which addressing mode, the effective address
ofthe operand is generated by adding a constant
value to the contents ofa register ?

(A) Absolute

(B) Index

(C) Indirect

(D) Immediate

29.

30.

31.

4
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32. \\hich of the following flip_flops is free from
race condition ?

(A) T flip-flop
(B) SR flip_flop
(C) Master Slave flip_flop
(D) None of the above

33. What is the ourput of the followin! program
fragment?

35. What is the output of the following
fragment ?

#include <stdio.h>

int main0
(
i

intx: IO,y:20;
Printf("o/od", X : Y)i
return 0;

)
(A) 20

(B) 10

(c) 0

(D) A syntax error
36. What is the output of the following program

fragment ?

#include <stdio.h>

int main0

{

printf("1rl1,".,,Subject,,,,,iS,,,,,CS,,);

return 0;

)
(A) My subject is CS
(B) Mv
(C) Subject

(D) None of the above
Referential integrity is directly related to :

(A) Relation key
(B) Foreign key
(C) Primary key
(D) Candidate key

38. Third normal form is based on the concept of :(A) Normal Dependency
(B) Transitive Dependency
(C) Functional Dependency
(D) None of the above

program

#include <stdio.h>

int maine

{
, printf(,,yof,, (float)7/3);

return 0;

)
(A) 1.3

(B) z.:
(c) 2.0

(D) 3.0

34. What is the output of the following programfragment ?

#include <stdio.h>

int maine

{

int x;

if (x:0)
printf(,.The value of x is 0,,); 37.

else

prinf(.The value ofx is not 0,);
return 0;

)

(A) The value of x is 0
(B) The value of x is not 0
(C) a syntax error
(D) Garbage value

J-329-A
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39. Which of the foilowing is not a type of Database
Management System ?

(A) Hierarchical

(B) Network

(C) Relational

(D) Sequential

Granuiarity defines the size ol a :

(A) Database

(B) Record

(C) Data Item

(D) File

Given an empty stack, after performing push(A),
push(B), push(C), pop, push(D), push(E), pop,
pop, pop.What is the value of the top of stack ?

(A) A
(B) B

(C) C

(D) D
Which sorting technique
number of records to be

(A) Heap

(B) Selection

(C) Merge

(D) Bubble

Leaves of which of the
the same level ?
(A) Binary tree

(B) B-tree

(C) AVL tree

(D) Expression tree

The in-order traversal of
a sorted list of elements.

(A) Binary tree

(B) Binary search tree

(C) Heaps

(D) None of the above

can be efficient, if the
sorted is small ?

following trees are at

tree r.r,ill yield

45. Considerthe following page trace : 4,3,2,1,4,
{\llirt\

J) J, I

Percentage of page tault that u.ould occur if
FIFO page replacement aigorithm is used with
number of frames m : 4 will be :

(A) 8

(B) e

(c) 10

(D) 12

The module that gives control of the CpU to a
process selected by short-term scheduler is :

(A) Dispatcher
(B) Threading
(C) Interrupt handler
(D) Scheduler

The problem of indefinite blockage of
low-priority jobs in general priority scheduling
algorithm can be solved using :

(A) Parity bit
(B) Aging
(C) Compaction
(D) None of the above
If the size of logical address space is 2,, and a
page srze is l, addressing units. then the high
order bits of a loeical address designate
the page number and the low order bits
designate the page oflset.
(A) m. n
(B) r,0
(C) rn-fl,fr
(D) m-o,n
In the worst case, how many items would binary
search have to examine to find the location of a
particular number in a sorted arrav of
32 elements ?

(A) At most 32
(B) At most 16

(C) At most 6

(D) At most 1

40.

4T,

46.

47.

42.

48.

4).

49.

44.

6
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50. The worst case time complexity of merge sort
is:
(A) o(n)
(B) O(nlogn)

(C) o(nr)
(D) o(logn)

5l- The number ofiterations it takes until the sub
problem has b8en reduced to the base condition
is called as :

(A) Count

(B) Recursion depth
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of the above

52. If f(n): l0log oa 4,then @(f(n)) is :

(A) :'
(B) n,

(C) log n
(D) 1

53. Give an alphabet I: ia,.i. fhe resular
expression for all striigs thai besin *ith ,,ab,, 59.
and end rrith .'aa" 

i_r .

(A) aba*b+aa

(B) ab1ab1*aa

(C) ab(a+b)*aa

(D) None of the abor.e

54. The Regular expression @* is equivalent to : 60.(A) 0

(B) 1

(c) 0

(D) e

t5. The 'C' language is :

(A) Contert Sensitive Language
(B) Context Free Language
(C) Regular Language

(D) None of the above

56. Consider the languages L1 : $ and L2 : {a}.Which one of the follorving represents
LI.L2* U Ll* ?

(A) {e}
(B) 0

(c) a*

(D) None of the above

57 . The size of an ATM cell is :

(A) 5 bltes

(B) 48 bytes

(C) 53 bytes

(D) 55 bytes

In classful addressing, the Ip address
223. 255. 255. 254 belongs to :

(A) Class A
(B) Class B

(C) Class C

(D) Class D

The size of the fixed format TCp segment
Header is :

(A) 5 bytes

(B) 10 bytes

(C) 15 bytes

(D) 20 bytes

A terminal multiplexer has eight g00 bps
terminals and n 200 bps terminals connected to
it. The outgoing line is 9600 bps. What is the
maximum value of n ?

(A) 2

(B) 4

(c) 8

(D) 16

58.

7
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l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What is the s)'non)'rn of word I,AMENT ? '7 .

(A) Comment

(B) Complain

(C) Condone

@) Console

Choose the word which is the exact OPPOSITE of
the word RELINQUISH :

(A) Abdicate

(B) Renotmc.e

(C) Possess 8'

@) DenY

Choose the word which is the exact OPPoSITE of
the word VANI IY :

(A) Pdde

(B) Hwnility

(C) Conceit

(D) Ostentious 
9.

Choose the conect meaning for the idior/phrase "To

play second fiddle" :

(A) To be happy, cheertul and healthy

(B) To reduce impoltance ofone's senior

(C) To support the role and view ofanother penon

(D) To do back seat driving t0.
If DELHI is coded as 'C D K G H' and 'MADRAS'

as 'l Z C Q Z R' then how will PATNA be coded ?

(A) O ZT MZ

@) ozsMz
(C) QBUMB
@) ozMsz
Pointing to a lady, a man said, "The son ofher only 

t t.
brother is the brother ofmy wife" How is the lady

related to the man ?

(A) Mother-in-law

@) Sisteroffather-in-law

(C) MatemalAunt

(D) Mother's Sister

In a flight of600 km, an aircrali was slowed down

due to bad weather. Its averagc speed for the t p

was r€duced by 200 km,4lr and thc time offlight

inqeased by 3 0 minutes. The dumtion ofthc flight

is:

(A) I how

(B) 2 hours

(C) 3 houn

(D) 4 hours

A farmer travelled a distance of61 km in9 hours

He havelled patly orfoot @ 4 krn 41r and partly on

bicycle @ 9 km/hr. The distance travclled on foot

ts:

(A) 14 Km
(B) l5 Krn

(C) 16 Krn

@) 17Km

A ftuit seller had some apples. He sells 40olo apples

and stillhas 420 apples. Orjginall). he had .

(A) 588 apples

@) 600 apples

(C) 672 apples

(D) 700 apples

What isthehighest integral value of'k' for*4richthe

quadratic equalion x'z 6x + k = 0 have two real

and distinct roots ?

(A) e

(B) 7

(c) 3

(D) 8

If the roots of the equation x2 + bx + c = 0 arc

opposite in sign, then :

(A) c>0
(B) c<0
(c) b, = 4c

h2(D) c=-

6.

2
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17.12. If 1=fi 44,r i" u Oositive integer, then

in+l+'+P+,+in+r=
(A) I
(B) i
(c) i"

(D) 0

Ttree numbers ari in A.P, their sum is 24 and sum
oftheir squares is 200, the numbers are :

(A) . 4, 8, 12

(B) 6, 8, l0
(c) s,8, 1l
(D) 2,8, 14

r dx .. ( *'l
l--1=Alogl - . l+c rhenA.is equal to:
" x-x' \l-*',

The ftnction

/l-.\
g(x) = sinx - cosx and (-) = belC;J

arcl
(A) Both odd

@) (x) is odd and g(x) is neither even nor odd

(C) (x) is neither ever norgdd and g(x) is odd

(D) f(x) is odd ad g(x) is even

s""2 e- ran2g =
(A) I
(B) -1
(c) 0

(D) secz 20

19. What are the chances that no two boys arc sitting
together for a photograph ifthere are 5 girls and
2 boys ?

(A) t/21

@) 4n
(q a7

Ft) s/7

Formula to calculate standardized normal random
variable is:

(A) x-tt/o
(B) x+!"/o
(C) x-o/p
(D) x+o/p
Relationship betweenco(elationcoeflicient and

coefficient ofdetermination is that :

(A) Both are unrelat€d

@) The coefficient of determination is the
coeffi cient of co(elation squar€d

(C) The coefficiert ofdetermirution is the squarc

root ofthe coefficient ofcon€latiol

@) Both are equal

18.

t4.

tt. IVf ",n;d- isequalto:

't' (D; 8i cos] + sin I l+c
\ d 6)

16. An arc AB oflength of5 cm is marked on a circle of
radius 3 cm. Area ofsector bounded by this arc and

(A) rD
(B) 2

(q a3
(D) 1/3

rel {.i'f,-"..}J*"
I X Xl

(B) 'lsmt + costJ+ c

<cr j("i,,rl--.f)+"

20.

21.

radii ftomAand B is :

(A) 7.5 cmz
' (B) 7.5 m,
(c) ?s m,

@) 75 cm,

HFO-20647-A
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27.22.

28.

In a class of 120 students numbered I to 120, all
even numbered students opt for Physics, whose
numbers are divisible by 5 opt for Chemistry and

those *4rcse numbers are divisible by 7 opt for Math.
How many opt for none ofthe tlree subjects ?

(A) 1e

(B) 41

(c) 2l
(D) 57

The ratio ofthe volumes oftwo cub€s is 729 : I 33 I .

What is the ratio oftheir total surface areas ?

(A) 8l: l2l
@) 9: l1
(C) 729 | t33l
Q) 27 : t21

A computer program that converts assembly

language to machine language is :

(A) Compiler

(B) Interpreter

(C) Assembler

(D) Comparatof

Which type of system puts the user into dircct

conversation with the computer through a

keyboard ?

(A) Real time processing

(B) Intemctivecomputer

(C) Batchploc€ssing

@) Tune sharing

A section ofcode that may only be executed by onc

process at any one time is :

(A) Critical region

@) Critical resotuce

(C) Gray code

@) None ofthe above

Static binding occus at :

(A) Compilationtime

(B) Runtime

(C) Program storage time

@) None ofthe above

Increasing the precision of the float data type

requires at least one additional bit in :

(A) The mantissa

(B) The exponent

(C) Both mantissa and exponent

@) Neither in mantissa nor in exponent

A helpfirl illustration used to visualize relationships

among variables ofBoolean expression is :

(A) rnap

(B) logic gates

(C) Vermdiagram

@) Gmph

ll ol 29'
a'''a e=lO, 

l.$enthevalue
8A+ kB is :

l3
-a n=l 

r

4

6

23.

ll
24. rf A=1 

1

lt zrra=l: 
o

5

16

0

7

ofk so thatA2 =
(A) 7

(B) -7
(c) -0
(D) s 30.

25. then (AB)r is :

(A)

(B)

(c)

31.

59
-16 t2

59
t6 t2

@) None of these

26. The value of lim(sinx)^;r,

(A) I
@)-
(c) -l
(D) Limit does not exist

IrFO-20647-A
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33.

35.

The idea ofcache memory is based :

(A) On the property oflocality ofreference

@) On the heuristic 90- I 0 mle
(C) On the fact that feferences generally tend to

clwer

@) None of these

In the following indexed addressing mode instuctio4
MOV s(R1), LOC

The effective address is _.
(A) EA=5+R1

@) EA=RI
(c) EA=[Rl]
@) EA = s + [Rl]
What will be output ofthe following C code ?

#include<stdio.h>

VoidmainQ

I
int i:5;
pir'rtf(q/do/do/d',+| i, i1+)t

,
(A) 657
(B) 756
(c) '7 6s
(D) 556
What will be the output ifyou will compile and
execute dre following C code ?

Scope resolution opemtor is used _.
(A) To resolve the scope ofglobal variables only

@) To resolve the scope offirnctions oftlrc classes

only

(C) To resolve the scope ofglobal variables as well

as functions ofthe classes

@) None of these

Which ofthe following is true about pure virtual
flrnctions ?

1. Thei implementation is not provided in a class

where they are declared.

2. Ifa class has a pure viftial function, then the

class becomes absftact class and an instance

ofthis class cannot be created.

(A) Both I and 250

@) Only I
(C) Only2

@) Neither I nor 2

To arrange a binary tree in ascending order we
need:

(A) Post order traversal

(B) Pre oder traveNal

(C) In order haversal

(D) None ofthe above

To anange the books oflibrary the best method is :

(A) Bubble soit

(B) Quick sort

(C) Merge sot
(D) Heap sort

Which ofthe following is wefirl in n-avening a gi vcn

gaph by breadth fiIst search ?

(A) Queue

(B) List

(C) Set

(D) Stack

38.

t6.

39.

40.
Itdefine x 3+2

voidrnainQ

{
inti;

pnn('"/"d'j); 4r'

24

50

l6

IIFO-20647-A
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47.

48.

The minimum number of arithmetic operations

requircd to evaluate the polynomial

P(X) = Xs + 4X3 + 6X + 5 for a given value ofX
using only one tempomry variable.

(A) 6

(B) 7

(c) 8

(D) e

The primary tool used in the strucrured design is a :

(A) Structure chafi
(B) DataFlowDiagam
(C) Module

@) Noneofthe above

The approach used in top-down analysis and design

rs: ,
(A) To identify drc top lwel fimctions by combining

many smaller components into a single entity

(B) To prepare flow charts after prognmming has

been compl€ted

(C) To identifr a top level function and then create

a hierarchy of lowerlevel modules and

components

(D) Noneofthe above

In the system concepts, term Integmtion :

(A) hnplies stuctwe and order

(B) Refers to the holism ofsystems

(C) Means that parts of the computer system

depend on one another

(D) Refers to the manner in which each componant

liurctiors with other components ofthe system

System protot,?ing helps the designer in :

(A) Communicating to the user, quickly, how the

system, when developd will look like ard get

a feedback

@) Giving a demo ofthe software, to the system

manager to whom he repods

(C) Making the Fograrnrners unde$tand how the

system will fiDction

(D) None ofthese

Visual Basic responds to events using which ofthe
following ?

(A) A code procedure

(B) An event procedur

(C) Aformprocedure
(D) A property

What will b€ the output ofthe following statement ?

txtBox.Text : Formatcurrency (1 234.567).

(A) $1234.567

@) $1,234.567
(c) $1234.s7
(D) $1,234.57

Suppose that the selector in a SelectCaseblock is

the string variable myVar. Which ofthe following is

NOT a validCase clause ?

(A) Case"Adams"

(B) Case"739"
(C) Case (rnyvar.Substring(0, 1)

@) Case myVar.I-ength

Which ofthe following statements is guaranteed to

pass the variable numvar by value to the Sub

procedue Tally ?

(A) Tally(nurnVar)

(B) Tally(ByValnumVar)

(C) 'IblM0umvar)

@) Tally(ByValnumVaAsDouble)

IrI SQL, which command is used to make pemanent

changes made by statements issue since the

beginning ofa transaction ?

(A) ZIP

@) PACK
(c) coMMrr
(D) SAVE

In a relational schema, each tuple is divided into fields

called:

(A) Relations

@) Domairs

(C) Queries

@) All ofthe above

49.
44.

50.

45.

46.

51.

52.

6
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53. Given relations r(w, x) and s(y, z), the result of 57. AstuctureoflinkedelemertsdEoughlvfiichtlpus€r

'SELECT DISTINCT w, x FROM r, s" is cannavigate, intemctive multimedia becomes-.
guarant€ed to be same as r, provided : (A) Hypemedia
(A) r has no duplicates and s is non-empty (B) H)?erte,.1

@) r and s have no duplicates Quedes (C) Intermedia

(C) s has no duplicates and r is non-empty @) Digitalmedia

@) r and s have the same mrmber oftuples 58. Frames from one LAN canbetEnsmitted to anoth€r

54. R(A, B, C, D) is arelation. Which ofthe following LANviathe device:

doesnothavealosslessjonadependencypreserving (A) Roder
BCNF decompositior ? (B) Modem
(A) A->8, B->CD (C) Bddgs
(B) A:>B, B->C, C->D (D) Repearer

(C) AB->C, C->AD 59. ln_ropology ifcablebrcaks, it will stops all
(D) A->BCD transnissior

55. Which image files ane a lossy fomat ? (A) Mesh
(A) CIF (B) Bus

. (B) MPEG (C) St€r

(C) JPEG (D) Primdy
(D) PNG 60. What is Ole main fimction oftransport layer ?

56. Many bitmapped images in a sequence is known (A) Process to process delivery
as: (B) Node to node delivery
(A) JPEGAnimdion (C) Syrrfronization
(B) Tu/€ening (D) Updatiry and maintenanc€ ofrouting tables
(C) TlFAnimalion
(D) clFAnirnation

7
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I In the following question three statements are followed

by a conclusion. Study the statements and the

conclusion and point out which statement studied

together will bring to the conclusion'

Statements:

i. Price rise is a natural phenomenon

ii. Ifproduction increases prices fall

iii. High prices affect the Poor

Conclusion: If production rises the poor feel relieved.

Answer choices:

(A) Only i and ii

(B) Only i and iii
(C) Onlyiiandiii
(D) Data Insufficient .

Which should be the next two numbers in the series

2825 52r 18 5 14?

(A) 11,5

(B) 10,7

(c) 11,8

(D) 5,l0
If 314 of anumber is equal to 213 of another number,

what is the ratio between these two numbers ?

6. Find the synonym that is most nearly similar in meaning

to the word CLANDESTINE

(A) abortive

(B) secret

(C) tangible

(D) doomed

Directions: Questions 7 and 8.

Read the passage and select the most suitable answer to

questions from the given choices.

Observe the dilemma of the fungus: It is a plant, but it

possesses no chlorophyll. While all otherplants putthe sun's

energy to work for them combining the nutrients of ground

and air into the body structure, the chlorophylls must look

elsewhere for energy supply. It finds it in those other plants

which, having received their energy free from the sun,

relinquish it at some point in their cycle either to animals

(like us humans) or to the fungi.

In this search for energy the fungus has become the earth's

major source of rot and decay. Wherever you see mould

forming on a piece of bread, or a pile of leaves turning to

compost, or a blown-down tree becoming pulp on the ground,

you are watching a fungus eating. Without fungus action the

earth would be piled high with the dead plant life of past

centuries. In fact, certain plants which contain resins that

are toxic to fungi will last indefinitely; specimens of the

redwood, for instance, can still be found resting on the forest

floor centuries after having been blown down.

7. The passage states all the following about fungi

EXCEPT:
(A) They are responsible for the decomposition of

much plant life

(B) They cannot live completely apart from other

Plants

(C) They are vastly different from other plants

(D) They are poisonous to resin producing plants

8. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) Warning people ofthe dangers offungi

(B) Rot and decay of plants in nature

(C) Describingtheactionoffungi

(D) Relating how most plants use solar energy

2.

J.

(A) 3

(B) s

(c) 8

(D) e

A train can travel 50% faster than a car, Both start

from point A at the same time and reach point R

75 kms away from A at the same time. On the way,

however, the train lost about 12.5 minutes while

stopping at the stations. The speed ofthe car is:

(A) 100 kmph

(B) 105 kmph

(C) l15 kmph

(D) 120 kmph

The meaning of word EGRESS is

(A) Entrance

(B) Exit

(C) Double

(D) Program

A

6

9

10

4.

5.

2
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9. The circle xr+ yz = 9 is contained in the circle
x2+ rz- 6x - 8y * 25 = c2 if 16.

(A) c=2
(B) c=3
(C) c=5
(D) c: l0
The eccentricity of ellipse 9x2+ 5y2- 30y: g is n.(A) | /3

,(B) a3 
^ 

rL.,(c) 3/4 n"6\. :\tl tlt -- ar\N h -aavt(D) l/Att'' v Lw;
If tan 0 : b/a then the value of a cos Z0 + b sin Z0 is l?
(A)b /
(B) a

(C) a lb
(D) al(a+b)

Classify the following differential equation lg.
e. dYldx + 3y = x2y

(A) Separable and not linear
(B) Linearand not separable

(C) Neither separable nor linear
(D) Both sepalable and linear
If cr, B are the roots of the equation x2-2x- l:0 19.
then the value of c2+ p2 is
(A) &
(B) 6

(c) 2s6
(D) r32

14. The coefficient of the fourth term in the bionomial
expansion of(x + y)s zu'

(A) l0
(B) t5

(c) 22

(D) 2s

15. How many ways a 6 member team can be formod
having 3 men and 3 ladies froma group of6 men *d . 21.

T ladies?

(A) 6s0

(B) 700

(c) 7s0

(D) s2o

.ab
tog 

b 
+ log- : log (a + b), then :

(A) u-F=l
(B) a=b
(C) a2-b2 = |
(D) a*b: I

A random variable X has the following probability
disfibution:

Then the value of 'a' is

(A) 1/81

(B) 2/82

(c) s/81

(D) 7/81

What is the probability that a number selected from
numbers [, 30] is prime number?

(A) r/3

(B) A7
(c) sle

(D) s/30

The mean of first n natural numbers is equal to
(n+7)/3 then 'n' is equal to
(A) e

(B) t0
(c) lt
(D) 12

In a Poisson distribution if P[X=3] : 1/4p[X:4] then
P[X=5] = kp[X=7] where kequals to:
(A) U7

(B) 2t/128
(c) 128/21

(D) 2t/2s6
MatrixAwill not be transformed into an identitv mafrix
ifmatrix is
(A) singular

(B) non-singular

(C) identified_

(D) unidentified

10.

ll.

12.

latJ.

3
X

X 0 I 2 aJ 4 5 6 7 8

P(X:x) A 3a 5a 7a 9a lla l3a 15a 17a
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29.22.

30.
zJ.

Result of square matrix will be inverse when all

columns or rows are

(A) linearlydependant

(B) linearlyindependent

(C) identitydependence

(D) identityindependence

In matrices, determinant of a matrix is denoted by

(A) vertical lines around matrix

(B) horizontal lines around matrix

(C) bracket around matrix

(D) none ofabove

24. IfA is a matrix of order m x n and B is a matrix of
order n x p then order of AB is
(A) pxm
(B) pxn
(C) nxp
(D) mxp

25. Domain constraints, functional dependency and

referential integrity are special forms of
(A) Foreign key

(B) Primary key 
4

(C) Assertion

(D) Referentialconstraint

Which ofthe following is not integrity constraint?

(A) Notnull
(B) Positive

(C) Unique

(D) Check'predicate'

Which of the join operations do not preserve non

matchedtuples?

(A) Leftouterjoin
(B) Rightouterjoin

(C) Inniirjoin
(D) None

Which of the following file organizations is most

efficient for a file with a high degree of file activity?

(A) Sequential

(B) rsAM
(c) vsAM
(D) B-Tree Index

Which eompBny is the biggest player in the

microprocessor industry?

(A) Motorola

(B) rBM

(C) Intel

(D) AMD

31. The first digital computer built with IC chips was

known as

(A) rBM 7090

(B) Apple ? 1

(C) IBM System / 360

(D) VAX-10

32. EBCDIC can code up to how many differcnt

characters?

(A) 2s6

(B) 16

(c) 32

(D) @

A microprocessor has a data bus with 64 lines and

address bus with 32 lines. The maximum number of

bits that can be stored in memory is :

(A) 32 x232

(B) 32 x264

(C) 64 x232

(D) 64 x264

Memory address refers to the successive memory

26.

27.

JJ.

28. The basic data type char(n) is a

character string and varchar(n)

character.

(A) Fixed, equal

(B) Equal, variable

(C) Fixed, variable

(D) Variable, equal.

words and the machine is called as

(A) word addressable

(B) byte addressable

(C) bitaddressable

(D) Terra byte addressable

length 34.

length

4

X
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42.35. PC Program Counter is also called

(A) memorypointer

(B) insfruction pointer

(C) data counter

(D) filepointer

The access time of memorv is the time

required for performing any single CPU operation.

(A) Longerthan

(B) Shorter than

(C) Negligiblethan

(D) Same as

Visual Basic forms are identified by a:

(A) ".mak" suffix

(B) ".for" suffrx

(C) ".frm" suffix

(D) A special icon

To run an application in Visual Basic:

(A) Click on the start button (blue anow)

(B) Use the File Menu

(C) Use the Project Menu to select Run

(D) None of the above

To exit Visual Basic:

(A) Use the File Menu to select Quit
(B) Use the Window Menu to select Exit

(C) ClickAlt-Q

(D) Click on the diskette icon

The reference library ofVisual Basic books is called:

(A) MSDN Library

(B) Help Library

(C) Contents

(D) Topic pane

When collection of various computers seems a single

coherent system to its client, then it is called

(A) computer network

(B) distributed system

(C) both (A) and (B)

(D) none ofthe mentioned

Two devices are in networkif
(A) a process in one device is able to exchange

information with a process in another device

(B) a process is running on both devices

(C) PIDs of the processes running of different

devices are same

(D) none of the mentioned

Which one ofthe following computer networks is built

on the top of another network?

(A) prior network

(B) chief network

(C) prime network

(D) overlay network

In computer network nodes are

(A) the computer that originates the data

(B) the computer that toutes the data

(C) the computer that terminates the data

(D) all ofthe mentioned

Interleaving the audio and video segments of a video

clip together in a data file is:

(A) Flare

(B) Flattening

(C) Hot Spot

(D) Helical Scan

36.

JI,

43.

44.

-

l,il
l+<,n

45.38.

39.

40.

[-12-t 3l

46. rherankorthematri. 

L_i : : 
_;.1 ,,,

(A) I

(c) 3

47 . Space between lines:

(A) kading
(C) Extrude

(B) 2

(D) 4

(B) Keming

(D) Expanded

48. The visual representation of a project that includes a

table of contents as well as a chart of the logical flow
of the interactive interface is often called

(A) A master layout

(B) A navigation map

(C) Aworkflowdiagram

(D) A prototype

4t.

J
X
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56.50.

49. The make-or-buy decision is associated with 55'

the step in the SDLC'

(A) Problem/Opportunityldentification

(B) Design

(C) AnalYsis

(D) DevelopmentandDocumentatton

In the Analysis phase, the development of

the '.- occurs' which is a clear statement of

the goals and objectives ofthe project'

(A) documentation

(B) flowchart

(C) programsPecilication

(D) desigt

Actual programming of software code is done during

the .- steP in the SDLC'

(A) Maintenance and Evaluation

(B) Design

(C) AnalYsis

(D) DevelopmentandDocumentation

Enhancements, upgrades' and bug fixes are done

during the -- steP in the SDLC'

(A) Maintenance and Evaluation

(B) Problem/Opportunityldentification

(C) Design

(D) Development and Documentation

53. When determining the efficiency of algorithm' the

space factor is measured bY

(A) Counting the maximum memory needed by the

algorithm

(B) Countingthe minimum memory neededbythe

algorithm

(C) Counting the average memory needed by the

algorithm

(D) Counting the maximum disk space needed by

the algorithm

54. When determining the effrciency of algorithm' the time

factor is measured bY

(A) Countingmicroseconds

(B) Counting the number of key operations

(C) Counting the number of statements

(D) Countingthekilobyesofalgorithm

The operation of processing each element in the list is

known as

(A) Sorting

(B) Merging

(C) lnserting

(D) Traversal

Arrays are best data structures

(A) for relatively permanent collections of data

(B) for the size of the structure and the data in the

structure are constantly changing

(C) for both of above situations

(D) for none of above situations

Which of the following statements is correct?

(A) A constructor is called at the time of declaration

ofan object

(B) A constructor is called at the time of use of an

object.

(C) A constructor is called at the time of declaration

of a class'

(D) A constructor is called at the time of use of a

class.

58. Which ofthe following correctly describes overloading

offunctions?

(A) VirtualPolYmorPhism

(B) TransientPolYmorPhism

(C) Ad-hocPolYmorPhism

(D) PseudoPolYmorPhism

59. Which of the following concepts means adding new

comPonents to a Program as it runs?

(A) Datahiding

(B) DYnamictYPing

(C) DYnamicbinding

(D) DYnamicloading

60. Which ofthe following problems causes an exception?

(A) Missingsemicolon in statementinmainQ'

(B) AProblemincallingfunction

(C) A sYntax error

(D) A run-time error

51.

52.

6
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